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The Effect of Different Mppt on the Linear Load and Non-Linear Load in Pv 
System 

 

Halmat SAEED1, Murtaza FARSADI2 

 

 
Abstract - The output power of a PV array is dependent on environmental factors such as solar irradiation and 
temperature. So, it has a non-linear I-V characteristic. Maximum Power Point (MPP) is a point on the I-V, P-V 
characteristic curve of a PV array where the PV device generates maximum output power. The location of MPP shifts 
as the climate changes. MPPT's aim is to keep the solar operating voltage as similar to MPP as possible under changing 
environmental conditions. They must run at their MPPT considering the inhomogeneous shift in environmental 
conditions in order to continuously gather the full power from the PV array. Here the most commonly used MPPT 
algorithms for PV applications are illustrated because they are easy to implement which are Perturb and Observe 
(P&O), Hill Climbing (HC) and Incremental Conductance (INC). In this paper, the applications of those three MPPT 
algorithms in PV systems at linear and nonlinear loads have been investigated. Comparative analysis has been done 
and the efficient one based on different testing scenarios has been determined based on output results. 

Key Words: MPPT, PV System, linear load, non-linear load 
 

1. Introduction: 
Nowadays the hot topic in the world is climate change. One of the main causes of climate change 

is using fossil fuels. One of the most widely used effective ways to tackle climate change issues is 

the installation of renewable energy sources including PV systems. [1]It is clean, free, and 

renewable. There are two types of photovoltaic systems: standalone and grid-connected PV 
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systems. Stand-alone photovoltaic systems are used for locations that are not connected to the 

electrical grid. The performance of the PV system in these systems is determined by the operating 

conditions. The maximum power point (MPP) PV source can be affected by three factors: 

radiation, load characteristics, and temperature. A grid-connected PV system is used in locations 

with easy access to the connected electrical network. 

To generate the maximum power by the solar module, it is essential to find the point on the I-V 

characteristic where the current and voltage are at their maximum value continuously. This point 

is called the maximum power point (MPP). PV model is able to extract maximum available power 

if it is working on MPP point. Therefore, it is essential to use a maximum power point tracker 

(MPPT) with PV system to ensure the operation of the PV module at MPP. The two main 

dependent parameters in solar power are irradiance and temperature, which are not remaining 

stable due to continuous changes in the weather condition. At satisfying weather conditions, when 

the temperature and irradiance are good the PV model can generate maximum power efficiently 

while an effective MPPT algorithm is used with the system. There are many MPPT algorithms 

developed by researchers all over the world such as Differential method, Incremental Conductance 

(INC), Perturb and Observe (P & O) Fuzzy logic, Hill Climbing (HC). In this paper the focus will 

be on the application of P&O, (HC), and (INC). In PV system. The main contributions of this 

paper are: 

 The application of the three mention MPPT at linear and non-linear load. 

 Comparative analysis between them in terms of input and output Current, Voltage, and 

Power. 

 The effect of changes in Irradiance and Temperature in the application of the proposed 

MPPTs at both sinarios (PV connected to linear load and PV connected to non-linear 

load. 

The efficiency of solar power generation can be directly affected by the following factors:   

 Irradiance and temperature 

 PV panel cell. 

 DC-DC converter 

 Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithm. 
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systems. Stand-alone photovoltaic systems are used for locations that are not connected to the 

electrical grid. The performance of the PV system in these systems is determined by the operating 

conditions. The maximum power point (MPP) PV source can be affected by three factors: 

radiation, load characteristics, and temperature. A grid-connected PV system is used in locations 

with easy access to the connected electrical network. 

To generate the maximum power by the solar module, it is essential to find the point on the I-V 

characteristic where the current and voltage are at their maximum value continuously. This point 

is called the maximum power point (MPP). PV model is able to extract maximum available power 

if it is working on MPP point. Therefore, it is essential to use a maximum power point tracker 

(MPPT) with PV system to ensure the operation of the PV module at MPP. The two main 

dependent parameters in solar power are irradiance and temperature, which are not remaining 

stable due to continuous changes in the weather condition. At satisfying weather conditions, when 

the temperature and irradiance are good the PV model can generate maximum power efficiently 

while an effective MPPT algorithm is used with the system. There are many MPPT algorithms 

developed by researchers all over the world such as Differential method, Incremental Conductance 

(INC), Perturb and Observe (P & O) Fuzzy logic, Hill Climbing (HC). In this paper the focus will 

be on the application of P&O, (HC), and (INC). In PV system. The main contributions of this 

paper are: 

 The application of the three mention MPPT at linear and non-linear load. 

 Comparative analysis between them in terms of input and output Current, Voltage, and 

Power. 

 The effect of changes in Irradiance and Temperature in the application of the proposed 

MPPTs at both sinarios (PV connected to linear load and PV connected to non-linear 

load. 

The efficiency of solar power generation can be directly affected by the following factors:   

 Irradiance and temperature 

 PV panel cell. 

 DC-DC converter 

 Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithm. 

2. Equivalent Circuit of a Solar Cell 

The solar cell is a diode, and the diode is a p-n junction semiconductor. When the solar cell is 

exposed to the sunlight, a dc current is generated. The amount of current generated is 

proportionally varies with the solar irradiance. The performance of the pv module we can describe 

by a single standard diode model. Shown in figure(1) [2]. 

 

Figure 1: Equivalent circuit of a solar cell 

 

The output current of the solar cell is can be represented by the following equation: 

𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿 − 𝐼𝐼0 (𝑒𝑒
𝑞𝑞(𝑉𝑉−𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠)
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ) − 𝑉𝑉−𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠

𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠ℎ
     (1) 

Where: 

V = the output of the solar cell voltage. 

I = the current output by the solar cell. 

I0 = a dark current saturation. 

q = the number of electronic charge constant (1,602.10-19 Coulomb). 

A = the ideality diode factor. 

k = Boltzmain constant (1,38. 10-23 J/K). 

Rsh = shunt resistance. 

Rs = is the series resistance of the solar cell. 

T = temperature of the cell [Kelvin]. 

The working of the shunt resistance (Rsh) is hard to explain. This is due to the imperfect nature of 

the p - n junction and the presence of inclusions near the edges of the cell providing a short junction 

path around the junction [1]. RS will be zero and RSH would be infinite in the ideal cell. But this 

is not possible in practice but in product we will try to minimize the effect of both resistances. 
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To simplify the solar cell in calculation (model) in we assume that the RSH is infinite, and we can 

neglect the effect of this resistor. Equation (1) could be simplified. 

𝑰𝑰 ≈ 𝒏𝒏𝒑𝒑𝑰𝑰𝑳𝑳 − 𝒏𝒏𝒑𝒑𝑰𝑰𝟎𝟎 (𝒆𝒆
𝒒𝒒(𝑽𝑽−𝑰𝑰𝑹𝑹𝒔𝒔)
𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒔𝒔 − 𝟏𝟏)    (2) 

Where: 

 np  number of solar cells in parallel 

 ns  number of solar cells in series 

  

In any photovoltaic panel, many solar cells have been used, they are connected in a series and 

parallel as needed. In the end, the output voltage and current are large enough to connect with the 

grid or used by the equipment. By considering the simplification talked about above, we can show 

the characteristic of output voltage and current by equation (2) [8]. 

 

3. Irradiance & Temperature Effects 

In the solar module, two factor irradiation and temperature directly effecting on the working of the 

panel. These two main reasons directly affecting on the working of the solar panel which is 

irradiation and temperature. As a result of any change in the irradiance and temperature affecting 

the output power of the panel, the MPPT is working to find the maximum available power in the 

panel and any change of radiation and temperature. 

As was previously mentioned, the photo-generated current is directly proportional to the irradiance 

level, so an increment in the irradiation leads to a higher photo-generated current.  Moreover, the 

short circuit current is directly proportional to the photo-generated current; therefore, it is directly 

proportional to the irradiance.  

In normal operation of PV cell, the power generated an affected by irradiance of the cell as it is 

illustrated in eq (1), eq (2). 

From the figure (2) it can be noticed the effect of changing temperature on the open voltage is very 

large but effect on current can be neglected theoretically. But, changing in irradiance on the PV 

panel on the short circuit (current) characteristic curve is logarithmic as shown in figure (4), eq (3) 

shows this relation the characteristic, carve bellow shows that in any change in irradiance directly 

affecting on the current generation by the panel. Any increase in current generation means an 

increase in power generated by the panel proportionally. 
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3. Irradiance & Temperature Effects 

In the solar module, two factor irradiation and temperature directly effecting on the working of the 

panel. These two main reasons directly affecting on the working of the solar panel which is 

irradiation and temperature. As a result of any change in the irradiance and temperature affecting 

the output power of the panel, the MPPT is working to find the maximum available power in the 

panel and any change of radiation and temperature. 

As was previously mentioned, the photo-generated current is directly proportional to the irradiance 

level, so an increment in the irradiation leads to a higher photo-generated current.  Moreover, the 

short circuit current is directly proportional to the photo-generated current; therefore, it is directly 

proportional to the irradiance.  

In normal operation of PV cell, the power generated an affected by irradiance of the cell as it is 

illustrated in eq (1), eq (2). 

From the figure (2) it can be noticed the effect of changing temperature on the open voltage is very 

large but effect on current can be neglected theoretically. But, changing in irradiance on the PV 

panel on the short circuit (current) characteristic curve is logarithmic as shown in figure (4), eq (3) 

shows this relation the characteristic, carve bellow shows that in any change in irradiance directly 

affecting on the current generation by the panel. Any increase in current generation means an 

increase in power generated by the panel proportionally. 

 
Figure 2. MPP changes with Temperature (I-V Curves)  

 
Figure 3. MPP changes with Temperature (P-V Curves) 

 
Figure 4. MPP changes with Irradiance levels (I-V Curves) 

 
Figure 5. MPP changes with Irradiance levels (P-V Curves) 
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The effect of irradiance on the current is very bigger than the effect on the voltage as shown in 

figure (2,3,4,5), for that reason, the change in voltage by irradiance is neglected [6], when the 

irradiance is increasing the power generated is increase because voltage and current generated in 

this change are positive. 

On the other hand, the voltage change is directly proportional with the temperature if the 

temperature is increasing the voltage generated is decrease, this equation is illustrating the effect 

of temperature on the VOC. 

𝑽𝑽𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶(𝑻𝑻) ≈ 𝑽𝑽𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑺𝑺𝑻𝑻𝑶𝑶 + 𝑲𝑲𝑽𝑽%
 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 (𝑻𝑻 − 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏)  (3) 

As stated earlier, the effect temperature on both voltage and current is a different increase in 

temperature means a decrease in voltage much more than increasing in current so the power 

generated when the temperature is increase is smaller, figure (8) shows the effect of temperature 

on the generation of power and current. 

During PV generate power, the power generation that PV is generating has changed with changing 

weather (temperature and irradiance), use MPP to monitor the new peak power produced as a result 

of the change. If the MPPT is slow in finding the peak power, the power losses are high, and vice 

versa. A good MPPT is needed to collect the power that the PV cell can generate. 

4. DC-DC Converters  

A DC-DC converter is a type of power transformer that is an electronic circuit, by temporarily 

storing input energy and then releasing that power to the output but with different voltages, 

converts a direct current (DC) power source from one voltage level to another. By using the 

characteristic of Magnetic fields in (inductors, transformers) or electric field storage elements may 

be contained in any of the storage components (capacitors) [4]. 

The output power and input power can be controlled by controlling the duty cycle (ratio of turn 

on/off time) between the input and output. The benefit of duty cycle uses to control output voltage, 

the input current, the current of the output, or to maintain constant power. Isolation between the 

input and output can be provided by transformer-based converters. For certain topologies, the key 

disadvantages of switching converters include difficulty, electronic noise, and high cost. In the 

literature, several different kinds of DC/DC power converters are suggested [2]. 
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As stated earlier, the effect temperature on both voltage and current is a different increase in 

temperature means a decrease in voltage much more than increasing in current so the power 

generated when the temperature is increase is smaller, figure (8) shows the effect of temperature 

on the generation of power and current. 

During PV generate power, the power generation that PV is generating has changed with changing 

weather (temperature and irradiance), use MPP to monitor the new peak power produced as a result 

of the change. If the MPPT is slow in finding the peak power, the power losses are high, and vice 

versa. A good MPPT is needed to collect the power that the PV cell can generate. 

4. DC-DC Converters  

A DC-DC converter is a type of power transformer that is an electronic circuit, by temporarily 

storing input energy and then releasing that power to the output but with different voltages, 

converts a direct current (DC) power source from one voltage level to another. By using the 

characteristic of Magnetic fields in (inductors, transformers) or electric field storage elements may 

be contained in any of the storage components (capacitors) [4]. 

The output power and input power can be controlled by controlling the duty cycle (ratio of turn 

on/off time) between the input and output. The benefit of duty cycle uses to control output voltage, 

the input current, the current of the output, or to maintain constant power. Isolation between the 

input and output can be provided by transformer-based converters. For certain topologies, the key 

disadvantages of switching converters include difficulty, electronic noise, and high cost. In the 

literature, several different kinds of DC/DC power converters are suggested [2]. 

In this paper, the DC-DC converter used is boost which is using as step-up voltage(step-down 

current) the principle working is opposite to the buck converter, in the PV system using boost 

converter to increase the voltage to desire value that needed, the figre shows the circuit diagram 

of DC-DC boost converter [5]. 

It can represent the operation of boost converter by the equation (4). 

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖. 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 + (𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑉𝑉0). 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 0  (4)    

𝑉𝑉0 = the output voltage 

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = input Voltage 

𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 = the peride time on 

𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = the peride time off 

From equation (4) it can show the effect of duty cycle on the output voltage : 

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑉𝑉0

= 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜+𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

    (5) 

From equation (5)  𝑇𝑇 = 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 + 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 , T is the period of the switch, the duty cycle is calculated by 

the ratio of T and ton . so we can control the output voltage very easily by the control duty cycle. 

5. Maximum Power Point Tracking Algorithms 

Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) is a photovoltaic (PV) transducer algorithm that 

continuously modifies the impedance seen by the solar array to preserve the variable efficiency of 

the PV device at the peak power of the PV panel. Conditions, such as sunshine, temperature, and 

battery alterations [2]. 

MPPT algorithms are implemented by engineers designing solar inverters to optimize the power 

produced from photovoltaic systems. Algorithms regulate voltage to ensure that the device runs 

on the power voltage curve at the "maximum power point" (or maximum voltage), figure (6)shows 

how MPP change with changing irradiance [7]. 
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Figure 6: changing MPP with changing irradiance [11] 

For PV systems, MPPT algorithms are widely used in controller design. In order to ensure 

optimum photovoltaic device power generation at all times, these algorithms take into account 

variables such as variable radiation and temperature. 

In this paper most popular MPPT algorithms are discussing which is P&O and INC: 

5.1. Perturbation and Observation P&O Algorithm 

Perturb and Observation is one of the conventional methods to find MPPT and the most popular 

method, in P&O to calculate the MPP randomly choosing a point then makes incremental changes 

to the voltage and monitors changes in power. Figure (7) shows operation of P&O algorithm, if 

the change in voltage increase the power output of the solar panel the next perturbation will be in 

the same direction, if the change in the voltage decrease the power output of the panel then the 

next perturbation will be in the opposite direction. Till the difference between the previous power 

and new power equal to zero means ΔP is equal to zero, this point is MPP, but in P&O never stay 

even in best MPP because the Algorithm continuously searching the better power this is causing 

the oscillation around MPP and loss power and that’s the biggest disadvantage of this method. 
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Figure 6: changing MPP with changing irradiance [11] 

For PV systems, MPPT algorithms are widely used in controller design. In order to ensure 

optimum photovoltaic device power generation at all times, these algorithms take into account 

variables such as variable radiation and temperature. 

In this paper most popular MPPT algorithms are discussing which is P&O and INC: 

5.1. Perturbation and Observation P&O Algorithm 

Perturb and Observation is one of the conventional methods to find MPPT and the most popular 

method, in P&O to calculate the MPP randomly choosing a point then makes incremental changes 

to the voltage and monitors changes in power. Figure (7) shows operation of P&O algorithm, if 

the change in voltage increase the power output of the solar panel the next perturbation will be in 

the same direction, if the change in the voltage decrease the power output of the panel then the 

next perturbation will be in the opposite direction. Till the difference between the previous power 

and new power equal to zero means ΔP is equal to zero, this point is MPP, but in P&O never stay 

even in best MPP because the Algorithm continuously searching the better power this is causing 

the oscillation around MPP and loss power and that’s the biggest disadvantage of this method. 

 

Figure 7: illustrate the operation of the P&O algorithm [12] 

The table(1) shows all possibilities in the P&O algorithm. P&O have ability to find voltage VMPP 

and current  IMPP automatically under change in weather condition ( irradiance and temperature 

)for the PV panel or array [3].  

Table 1. Shows all possibility in P&O algorithm 

 

 

 

 

 

The following flowchat is illustrate the operation of P&O Algorithm 

Prior 

perturbation 

Change in 

power 

Next 

perturbation 

Positive Positive Positive 

Positive Negative Negative 

Negative Positive Negative 

Negative Negative Positive 
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Figure 8: the flowchat of P&O algorithm [13] 

5.2. Incremental and Conductance (INC) Algorithm 

The incremental conductance method (INC) technique is one of the hill claim methods which is a 

direct technique, some of the drawbacks in P&O can be solved by using (INC) conductance like 

rapid change environmental. The basic idea of the incremental conduction (INC) method on the 

Ppv - Vpv curve of the PV module. The slope of the PV curve is zero at MPP, it decreases to the 

right of MPP and increases on the left side of MPP and this is shown in Figure (9). 

The MPP in the PV module occurs when 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 0 and 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 > 0 then 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 < 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚            at left of MPP 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 0 then 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 = 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   at the MPP 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 < 0 then 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 > 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   at right of MPP 

From the description above we can write equation (6): 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑑𝑑(𝑑𝑑.𝐼𝐼)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐼𝐼 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝑉𝑉 𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑     (6)  

  = 𝐼𝐼 + 𝑉𝑉 𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 
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Also, the MPP can be found by the ratio of changing current and voltage: 

∆𝐼𝐼
∆𝑉𝑉 > − 1

𝑉𝑉 then,     at left of MPP 

∆𝐼𝐼
∆𝑉𝑉 = − 1

𝑉𝑉  then,   at the MPP 

∆𝐼𝐼
∆𝑉𝑉 < − 1

𝑉𝑉 then,     at right of MPP 

 

Figure 9: the flowchat of INC algorithm 

The operation of incremental conductance can be illustrated by the following flowchart. 

 

Figure 10: the flowchat of INC algorithm [14] 
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5.3. Hill Claim 

As previously mentioned Maximum power point tracking used to extract the maximum power that 

the PV module can generate when the weather is changing, for this application, the Hill Claim 

algorithm uses a charge controller. At a certain point, the current and voltage can generate the 

maximum PowerPoint. This point (MPPT) is changed when the weather changes which are  

Irradiance and temperature. Hill Claim algorithms Use on a large scale in the PV systems in the 

process because of their simplicity and it does not require a study or source modeling features and 

can explain the properties of the drift because of the statute of limitations and shading other 

operational irregularities [9]. 

The basic operation of this algorithm first memorized the previous value of current I (k-1) and 

voltage V (k-1) for voltage and current and then calculate the power P (k-1). Then calculate the 

strength of P (k) current from the current-voltage and current. If the power is greater than the 

previous value, then the next step goes forward, and if the next step is less than the previous power, 

then maybe the maximum power point (MPP) or (local maximum) as shown in Figure(11.B) This 

is biggest a drawback to this algorithm. So it is normal for the power output in this way to be 

smaller than the other method. The operation of hill climb algorithm can be shown by the flowchat 

in Figure (11.A). 
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Figure 11: 

A) Flowchart of the hill-climbing algorithm.  B) State Space diagram for Hill Climbing 

6. Linear and non-Linear load 

Depending on how they draw current from the main power supply waveform, electrical loads can 

be are classified as linear or non-linear loads. 

In terms of Linear loads, the voltage and current waveforms are sinusoidal, and the current is 

proportional to the voltage at all times (Ohm's law). However, in a DC system, a  Linear load is a 

purely resistive load in which there is a linear relationship between the values of Current and 

Voltage. Most of the conventional lighting systems are accounting for linear loads [9]. 

Regarding non-linear loads, on the other hand, the current is not proportional to the voltage and 

fluctuates according to the alternating load impedance. Non-linear loads are usually connected to 

the electrical source via electronic devices. This means there will be a non-linear relationship 

between the values of the voltage and current. All capacitive, inductive, and motors are accounting 

for non-linear loads. 
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7. Simulation and design: 

In this article simulation PV array working in a stand-alone system, PV system doesn't connect to 

the grid because the MPPT algorithm operation is identical, since MPPT control works through 

DC/DC converter. Therefore, an inverter is not required and only a DC/DC converter is connected 

between the PV array and the load. The PV system model used in Simulink can be seen in Figure 

(10). 

In all PV systems, two inputs to the PV array variable which is are irradiance and temperature. 

These values temperature and irradiance in the daytime changing between 50 to 500, 200 to 1000 

W/m2 respectively. Then, the PV array model consists of  9 Parallel strings and 17 Series-

connected modules per string. 

 

Figure 12: MATLAB Simulink Model PV System  

• Isc = 7.97 A 

• Voc = 36.6 V 

• Impp = 7.47 A 

• Vmpp = 29.3 V 

• Pmpp = 33.49 kW 
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• Isc = 7.97 A 

• Voc = 36.6 V 

• Impp = 7.47 A 

• Vmpp = 29.3 V 

• Pmpp = 33.49 kW 
 

The value compound DC-DC Boost converter used in the model.  
 
 (L = 4.5 mH),  
 (C = 5000 µF)  
 
(LC) functions as a low pass filter.  

The MPPT algorithm will control duty ratio (D) and thus PV voltage (Vpv) in this 

converter. Furthermore, the DC battery maintains a constant voltage that must be 

maintained unless the MPPT algorithm changes the converter's duty ratio (D). In this 

converter, the MPPT algorithm to control the PV power (Ppv) working in maximum voltage 

and current point it should MPPT can control the duty ratio (D). The DC battery generates 

a constant voltage that must remain constant unless the MPPT algorithm changes the operating 

ratio converter (D). 

 

In the end, the MPPT algorithm model block comprises. The MPPT use the voltage (Vpv) and 

current (Ipv) of PV are used as inputs, which are altered by a low pass filter to obtain true signal 

values free of noise. As a result, D is obtained and updated to the converter after their review.  

 

8. Results and discussion: 

In this part, The results of simulating for all algorithm methods are shown, first of all, the effect of 

variation solar irradiance, in the second part, the effect of changing temperature is discussed.  This 

article focused on the power input and output power for both linear and non-linear load because 

the power is a result of voltage and current. all the figures collected the power of PV and output 

power for the linear and non-linear load to illustrate the comparison. 

* Note: Because the load for linear (resistor) and non-linear (DC-Motor) loads is 

constant in all cases, the effect of different MPPTs on output power simulation is very clear. 
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8.1. Under Variable Solar Irradiance 

8.1.3.   P&O Algorithm 

 

 Figure 13: The output powers for perturb & Observation (P&O) under changing irradiance (1000, 800, 

500, 1000) 

Figure (13) shows the results of the power P&O algorithm under changing temperature from 

(1000,800,500,1000) W/m2, the yellow line shows the power input with more oscillation compare 

to the blue line which is the power of linear load, but in non-linear load (DC Motor)  the output 

power is lower with more oscillation. For the non-linear load (DC Motor) witch shows the time 

need to get a steady-state is very high compare to the power linear load. The power generation by 

PV in both linear and non-linear loads is nearly the same. Because we have different loads, the 

output power level is very different. Also, the non-linear load affected the power generation and 

made the oscillation was high. 

For each irradiance changing the P&O could find MPPT that is mean the algorithm working 

properly.  

The rising time of the P&O Algorithm needed to reach the steady-state is smaller than INC 

Algorithm, but the oscillation of P&O is greater than INC Algorithm. 
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(1000,800,500,1000) W/m2, the yellow line shows the power input with more oscillation compare 

to the blue line which is the power of linear load, but in non-linear load (DC Motor)  the output 

power is lower with more oscillation. For the non-linear load (DC Motor) witch shows the time 

need to get a steady-state is very high compare to the power linear load. The power generation by 

PV in both linear and non-linear loads is nearly the same. Because we have different loads, the 

output power level is very different. Also, the non-linear load affected the power generation and 

made the oscillation was high. 

For each irradiance changing the P&O could find MPPT that is mean the algorithm working 

properly.  

The rising time of the P&O Algorithm needed to reach the steady-state is smaller than INC 

Algorithm, but the oscillation of P&O is greater than INC Algorithm. 

 

8.2.1. Hill Climbing (HC) Algorithm 

 

Figure 14: The output powers for Hill Climbing (HC) under changing irradiance (1000, 800, 500, 1000) 

In Hill Climb (HC) algorithm opposite to P&O, INC algorithm the output power of the PV is very 

low as mentioned before for HC algorithm, it is normal because it cannot find the best power that 

the panel can generate. Also, we note that the time needed to rich steady state for non-linear load 

is more than the linear load.  

8.1.3. INC Algorithm 

In the case of a sudden shift in solar irradiance, the INC algorithm takes longer to hit the new MPP 

in non-linear load, as shown in Figure (14).  As a result, the system's performance under variable 

solar irradiance is poor. 
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Figure 15: The output powers for Incremental Conductance (INC) under changing irradiance (1000, 800, 

500, 1000) 

The three figures(13,14,15) shows the effect of changing irradiance on power generation and 

output power for a linear and non-linear load like all the case the oscillation in non-linear load is 

high and affect of change irradiance is very clear in non-linear load the rising time needed to 

saturation is higher than non-linear. 

In general, when irradiance change directly affected output power, P&O is better than the two 

other algorithms in order to reach steady-state, oscillation and output power for the linear and 

non-linear load. 
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Figure 15: The output powers for Incremental Conductance (INC) under changing irradiance (1000, 800, 

500, 1000) 

The three figures(13,14,15) shows the effect of changing irradiance on power generation and 

output power for a linear and non-linear load like all the case the oscillation in non-linear load is 

high and affect of change irradiance is very clear in non-linear load the rising time needed to 

saturation is higher than non-linear. 

In general, when irradiance change directly affected output power, P&O is better than the two 

other algorithms in order to reach steady-state, oscillation and output power for the linear and 

non-linear load. 

8.2. Under variable solar temperature 

8.2.1.  P&O Algorithm 

The Figure (16) shows the effect of variable temperature Change in temperature (25, 35, 45, 25) at 0, 5, 
10, 15.

 
Figure 16: The powers output for P&O algorithm under variable temperature after (25, 35, 45, 25) at 0, 5, 10, 15 

seconds, respectively. 

In the P&O algorithm for changing temperature the output power is changing, the algorithm can 

find the MPPT in all cases of changing temperature. But in non-linear load, the oscillation is higher 

than the linear load. Also, the rising time is greater than the linear load. 

 

8.2.2. Hill Climb (HC) Algorithm 

The Figure 17), shows the effect of variable temperature on the output power for linear and non-

linear load.  
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Figure 17: The powers output for Hill Climbing (HC) algorithm under variable temperature after 5 seconds (25, 35, 

45, 25) 

The change in temperature shows that in P&O and INC the time needed to saturate is very small 

compared to the HC algorithm. In HC algorithm for changing temperature the output power is 

changing, the algorithm cannot find the MPPT any case of changing temperature. In non-linear 

load the oscillation is higher than the linear load. Also, the rising time is greater than the linear 

load. 

8.2.3. Incremental Conductance (INC) Algorithm 

 
Figure 18: The powers output for Hill Climbing (HC) algorithm under variable temperature after 

5 seconds (25, 35, 45, 25) 
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Figure 18: The powers output for Hill Climbing (HC) algorithm under variable temperature after 

5 seconds (25, 35, 45, 25) 

Figure (18) shows the power of nonlinear load has a very large oscillation. The INC algorithm has 

the ability to find MPPT when the temperature is changing in all cases.  

 

9. Conclution 
In this article to compare the effect of linear and non-linear load The two most popular MPPT 

algorithms, P&O, HC, and INC, those algorithms were selected their performance and dynamic 

MPPT efficiencies were examined. Both (P&O, INC) algorithms could find the MPP properly, but 

Hill Climb (HC) algorithm mostly couldn’t find the actual MPPT because of their property 

described above. 

The effect of linear load and nonlinear load on PV power and output power is shown. oscillation 

in output power and the rising time to MPPT is a large difference. in the simulation, it can notice 

that all algorithms have the advantage and disadvantage. The load connected to the output is not 

the same so it can not compare the power between linear load and non-linear load very well. 
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Abstract - Over the past years, the energy demand has been steadily growing and so methods of how to cope with 
this staggering increase are being researched and utilized. One method of injecting more energy to the grid is 
renewable energy, which has become in recent years an integral part of any country’s power generation plan. Thus, 
it is a necessity to enhance renewable energy resources and maximize their grid utilization, so that these resources 
can step up and reduce the over dependency of global energy production on depleting energy resources. 

This paper focuses on solar power and effective means to enhance its efficiency using different controllers. In this 
regard, substantial research efforts have been done. However, due to the current market and technological 
development, more options are made available that can boast the efficiency and utilization of renewables in the 
power mix. 

In this paper, an enhanced maximum power point tracking (MPPT) controller has been designed as part of a 
Photovoltaic (PV) system to generate maximum power to satisfy load demand. The PV system is designed and 
simulated using MATLAB (consisting of a solar panel array, MPPT controller, boost converter, and a resistive 
load). New electrical codes require rapid solar system shutdown so first responders or firefighters are safe from high 
voltage when they need to be on rooftops or servicing power lines. Microinverters comply with these rapid 
shutdown requirements and have this capability embedded into each module. Each controller will be tested under 
two different scenarios; the first is when the panel array is subjected to constant amount of solar irradiance along 
with a constant atmospheric temperature and the second scenario has varying solar irradiance and atmospheric 
temperature. The performance of these controllers is analyzed and compared in terms of the output power efficiency, 
system dynamic response and finally the oscillations behavior. 

Microinverters and the add-on optimizers have the ability to track the production of each individual panel, while 
with a standard inverter you only can track the production of the whole system. If you were to expand your system 
in the future, microinverters are simple to add one at a time. Each panel and microinverter pair can be easily added 
to your existing solar array without needing to worry about purchasing, siting, and installing additional string 
inverters. 

Keywords: Maximum Power Point Tracking, Perturb and Observe, DC-DC Converters, Photovoltaic System.  
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1. Introduction 

In today’s modern life solar panels and microinverters play a pivotal role. They are user friendly as well as 
environmentally friendly. They can be installed from a single house to number of cities. Photovoltaic system 
can be either stand-alone or connected to utility grid. The disadvantage of this PV generation depends on 
atmospheric conditions such as solar irradiance and temperature. Maximum power point trackers (MPPTs) play 
an important role in photovoltaic (PV) power systems because it is maximizing the output power of a PV 
system for a given atmospheric conditions. MPPT is maintaining operating point at the maximum power point 
using a different MPPT algorithm. MPPT can minimize the overall photovoltaic (PV) system cost. To 
maximize the output of a PV system, continuously tracking the maximum power point (MPP) is necessary. 
This paper is organized as follows: First, it will discuss about our main circuit its configuration and working. 
Second portion will discuss about control scheme and how it will control our output voltage. In the third portion 
we shall discuss graphs at different irradiance and loads. And at the end conclusion and future work. 

2. Principle 
According to the theory of maximum power transfer, the power delivered from source to the load is maximum 
when the source internal impedance matches with the load impedance. 

ZS=ZL 

So, the impedance from the converter side needs to match the internal impedance of the solar array [2]. At that 
time the operating point is at the Maximum power point (MPP) so maximum power is obtained from the 
photovoltaic array. 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of Solar system using MPPT 

 
3. Perturb and Observe (P&O) 

The P&O algorithm uses simple feedback arrangement and little measured parameters. In this approach, the 
module voltage is periodically given a perturbation and the corresponding output power is compared with that 
at the previous perturbing cycle [12]. In this algorithm a slight perturbation is introduced to the system. This 
perturbation causes the power of the solar module varies. If the power increases due to the perturbation, then the 
perturbation is continued in the same direction. After the peak power is reached the power at the MPP is zero 
and next instant decreases and hence after that the perturbation reverses. 
When the stable condition is arrived, the algorithm oscillates around the peak power point. In order to maintain 
the power variation small, the perturbation size is remained very small. The technique is advanced in such a 
style that it sets a reference voltage of the module corresponding to the peak voltage of the module.  
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Fig. 2. Graph Power versus Voltage for Perturb and Observe Algorithm 

 
 

4. Control Scheme: 
As previously mentioned, this is one of the simplest methods to implement and only requires a voltage and 
current sensor to calculate the power and compare it to the previous cycle power. First, power is calculated 
using voltage and current and then compared to the previous value of the power. If the difference is equal to 
zero, then the same voltage will be returned, and the algorithm will try to oscillate around the same MPPT. If 
there is a change in power, the algorithm will then go forward and check the difference in voltage levels. In the 
case of a positive power difference, the algorithm will notice and direct the voltage to the same direction 
(increase or decrease) as the previous case. Hence, if the voltage difference is positive then the algorithm will 
keep increasing the voltage and vice versa. However, in the case of negative power difference, the algorithm 
will do the complete opposite and will direct the voltage to the other direction. This means that if the voltage 
change is negative then the algorithm will increase the voltage and finally if the change in voltage is positive 
the algorithm will decrease the voltage. Thus, the four cases that the algorithm is required to evaluate and react 
to are as follows: 
1. ΔP > 0 and ΔV > 0 Increase the voltage. 
2. ΔP > 0 and ΔV < 0 Decrease the voltage. 
3. ΔP < 0 and ΔV > 0 Decrease the voltage. 
4. ΔP < 0 and ΔV < 0 Increase the voltage. 
The algorithm can manipulate the operating voltage freely by varying the duty cycle ratio. Any change in the 
duty cycle will consequently have an inverse effect on the input resistance of the DC/DC converter and thus 
will alter the operating voltage to satisfy the four cases mentioned above [5]. Table 1 illustrates the 
relationship between the duty cycle, input resistance, output power, and the voltage in the next cycle as shown 
below. 
 

Table 1. Effect of Duty Cycle on Input Resistance, Output Power, and the Next Cycle’s Voltage 

 
 
As shown in Table 1, any change in the duty cycle will have an inverse effect on the input resistance of the 
converter and hence have an inverse effect on the operating voltage. The algorithm then observes the effect of 
that change in the duty cycle on the output power to calculate the right command in the next cycle. The output 
power can increase or decrease depending on whether the current operating voltage level is before or after the 
knee point in the power graph as shown in Figure 2. If the operating level is beyond the knee point or the MPP, 
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then an increase in the voltage will decrease the output power and vice versa. For example, in the third case in 
Table 1, a decrease in the duty cycle causes an increase in input resistance or operating voltage and results in 
an increase in the output power. This means that the current operating level is before the MPP and by 
increasing the voltage the output power will increase and thus in the next duty cycle the algorithm will opt to 
increase the voltage which can be achieved by reducing the duty cycle. 
 

5. System Architecture 
 

 
Fig. 3. Complete MATLAB circuit of MPPT P&O algorithm with 3-phase AC output 

 
The modules in a PV system can be wired in series or in parallel depending on the output or power required. 
Wiring them in series increases the voltage while wiring them in parallel increases the current. The power, voltage, 
and current values are utilized to calculate the number of modules to be connected in series in a string and how 
many parallel strings are needed to reach the targeted output power. Therefore, the design has to have six modules 
connected in series in a string and 57 parallel strings to reach the required output power, which is 150 kW. 
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Fig. 4. Simulink/MATLAB P&O Function 

 
In the first scenario, the solar panel will be subjected to a constant solar irradiance of 1000 W per square meter and 
will have a constant internal temperature of 25 ℃ as shown in Figure 5. This allows for a simple and reliable 
comparison of the algorithms’ performance in terms of accuracy and speed to get the desired power output, which 
is 150 kW. 

 
Fig. 5. Constant Irradiance and Temperature Signals 

 

 
Fig. 6. Varying Irradiance and Temperature Signals 
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Table 2. Comparison Between the Four Periods in the Design 

 
 
 

Scenario One: Constant Irradiance and Temperature 
 

 
Fig. 7. Output Power Under Constant Conditions Using P&O MPPT 

 
Using the P&O algorithm yields a fast response as expected where the rise time is about 0.197 seconds or 
approximately 0.2 seconds and the settling time is about 0.26seconds. The output power starts from zero and reaches 
a maximum value of 145,500W at time of 4.15 seconds. 
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Fig. 7. Output Power Under Constant Conditions Using P&O MPPT 

 
Using the P&O algorithm yields a fast response as expected where the rise time is about 0.197 seconds or 
approximately 0.2 seconds and the settling time is about 0.26seconds. The output power starts from zero and reaches 
a maximum value of 145,500W at time of 4.15 seconds. 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. P&O DC, Voltage and Current Diagrams Under Constant Conditions 

 
 
Scenario Two: Varying Irradiance and Temperature 

 
Fig. 9. Output Power Under Varying Conditions Using P&O MPPT 

 
In fig. 9, period A has an irradiance of 1000 W per square meter and module temperature of 25 ℃ and has the 
output power curve increasing from zero to 144,700W of power. It drops down to about 22,990 W in period B 
when the irradiance is dropped to 250 W per square meter and the temperature is kept constant. In part C, the 
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irradiance is increased again to 1000 W per square meter and thus the power output is close to that in part A which 
is 144,400 W. Part C is done in preparation for part D, where the irradiance is kept constant at 1000 W per square 
meter and the temperature is increased from 25 to 50 ℃. This results in a power output drop from 144,400 W to 
131,600W. 

 
Table 3. P&O Efficiency Percentages of each Period 

 
 

 
Fig. 10. P&O DC, Voltage and Current Diagrams Under Varying Conditions 

 
The last part of this scenario (and section) is Fig. 10. This figure shows the duty cycle values, PV output voltage and 
current, and the system output voltage and current. Like the first scenario, the PV output voltage and current 
oscillate heavily until they pass through the boost converter, which allows for a boost in voltage, a drop in current, 
and removing the oscillations from both curves. Moreover, an observation in the PV voltage and current curves is 
that while a decrease in irradiance affects both these variables as shown in period B, the PV current is affected more. 
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The last part of this scenario (and section) is Fig. 10. This figure shows the duty cycle values, PV output voltage and 
current, and the system output voltage and current. Like the first scenario, the PV output voltage and current 
oscillate heavily until they pass through the boost converter, which allows for a boost in voltage, a drop in current, 
and removing the oscillations from both curves. Moreover, an observation in the PV voltage and current curves is 
that while a decrease in irradiance affects both these variables as shown in period B, the PV current is affected more. 

 

The current drops from an average of 320 Amperes to an average of 80 Amperes, while the voltage only drops from 
an average of 450 Volts to about 350Volts. On the other hand, an increase in the temperature affects the PV voltage 
where it drops from 450 Volts to about 400 Volts; however, the temperature spike from 25 ℃ to 50 ℃ has an 
insignificant effect on the current that does not manifest on the curve. Finally, the voltage and current of the output 
system seem to react in a similar manner where they are both affected similarly during the drop in irradiance and 
rise in temperature. The output voltage starts at 2100 Volts in period A, drops to about 850 Volts in period B, goes 
back up to 2100 Volts in period C and finally reduces a bit more to 2000 Volts in period D. Likewise, the output 
current starts at 70 Amperes, drops to 28 Amperes, back to 68 Amperes, and finally reduces to about 66 Amperes. 

 
 

6. Conclusion: 
The core advantage of using microinverters is that theoretically, you can yield more solar electricity. The reason 
for this is that there are slight differences in currents between solar panels. When solar panels are in a string, the 
current is reduced to that of the least-producing panel in the string. P&O MPPT method is implemented with 
MATLAB-SIMULINK for simulation. The MPPT method simulated in this paper can improve the dynamic and 
steady state performance of the PV system simultaneously. Through simulation it is observed that the system 
completes the maximum power point tracking successfully despite of fluctuations. When the external 
environment changes suddenly the system can track the maximum power point quickly. Both buck and buck-
boost converters have succeeded to track the MPP but, buck converter is much more effective especially in 
suppressing the oscillations produced due the use of P&O technique. 
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Strengthening a Historical Building with Carbon Fiber Bands 

Gülizar TAŞ1, Sepanta NAİMİ2, Mehmet Fatih ALTAN3 

 

Abstract - In general, horizontal stresses that occur during earthquakes cause cracks in masonry walls. In old buildings, 

usually wooden or iron beams were used as tension members. These beams rotted on the walls of many old buildings 

examined and lost their tensile properties. This may be riskier, especially where there is more atmospheric pollution, 

and the increase in this pollution in the next centuries may result in these beams lasting 100 years or less instead of 

about 300 years. In this study, an exemplary historical building is modeled and analyzed in the SAP2000 program 

using finite element method, and a mixed system in which carbon fiber bands and carbon fiber meshes are used 

together is proposed to strengthen the masonry walls. Thus, we can say that these pull elements added to the structure 

are a system that acts as a stirrup that prevents the masonry walls from opening laterally.  

Keywords: Masonry Wall, Reinforcement, Seismic Performance, Beam, Carbon Fiber Material. 

 

1. Introduction 

The main purpose of strengthening or improvement works is to increase both the ability of the structure to 

behave better in the case of inelastic deformation and to increase the load carrying capacity and integrity of 

the structure. One of the most commonly used methods for reinforcing masonry structures consists of 

applying externally bonded carbon fiber composite materials. The use of this material has become popular 

due to its lightweight and advantageous mechanical properties. However, the potential of carbon fiber 
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material reinforcement techniques is still far from fully utilized when applied to masonry structures due to 

compatibility issues. In this study, our subject is to make static analysis of a sample structure, to examine 

the horizontal and vertical load bearing systems, and also to create a mathematical model of the building 

using the finite element method. In order to determine the structural behavior in the most accurate way, the 

geometry of the building was largely complied with in modeling studies and modeled in three dimensions. 

The old pictures of the historical building were selected from engravings and modeled by adhering to the 

most appropriate building system.  

2. Materials and Methods 

The creation of the mathematical model of the building started with the creation of a 3D building model in 

the CAD environment as a result of the architectural studies. The information about the bearing elements 

and the data obtained from the ground study report were compiled and these collected data were processed 

on the prepared model. After defining the geometry of the structure in the CAD environment, the prepared 

geometric model was transferred to the SAP2000 program. The load-bearing walls are defined in the 

SAP2000 program with the help of solid and wooden roofs and 3 small domes with the help of surface 

elements. Wooden columns and beams used on the roof are included in the model with the help of frame 

elements. In modeling studies, it was aimed to divide finite elements into more parts in statically critical 

sections and to obtain more precise results in these regions [1]. During the finite element decomposition 

process, it is ensured that the nodal points where different elements intersect with each other are compatible 

with each other and do not create discontinuities.  

In the next step, the boundary conditions, degrees of freedom of the supports and nodal points and the loads 

affecting the model were determined and entered in the SAP2000 environment in line with the determined 

geometric conditions of the structure, and thus the model was ready for analysis. In the analysis of the 

model, the geometrical and material non-linear behavior of the structure and the possibility that the mistakes 

that can be made may cause wrong results are not taken into account. As a result, the structure has been 

analyzed according to the linear elastic theory. In linear elastic theory, calculations are made with the 

assumption that building materials show linear-elastic behavior against tensile and compressive stresses.  

For the load-bearing masonry wall of the building, assuming linear elastic behavior under pressure stress is 

an approach that can give realistic results. Although there is no similar situation for tensile stresses, linear 

elastic behavior approach is important in determining the areas of the wall subjected to tensile stresses and 

taking precautions against tensile stresses (against cracks that may occur) in these regions. The loads used 

on the three-dimensional model in the analysis of the structure are listed below. 
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elements. In modeling studies, it was aimed to divide finite elements into more parts in statically critical 

sections and to obtain more precise results in these regions [1]. During the finite element decomposition 

process, it is ensured that the nodal points where different elements intersect with each other are compatible 

with each other and do not create discontinuities.  

In the next step, the boundary conditions, degrees of freedom of the supports and nodal points and the loads 

affecting the model were determined and entered in the SAP2000 environment in line with the determined 

geometric conditions of the structure, and thus the model was ready for analysis. In the analysis of the 

model, the geometrical and material non-linear behavior of the structure and the possibility that the mistakes 

that can be made may cause wrong results are not taken into account. As a result, the structure has been 

analyzed according to the linear elastic theory. In linear elastic theory, calculations are made with the 

assumption that building materials show linear-elastic behavior against tensile and compressive stresses.  

For the load-bearing masonry wall of the building, assuming linear elastic behavior under pressure stress is 

an approach that can give realistic results. Although there is no similar situation for tensile stresses, linear 

elastic behavior approach is important in determining the areas of the wall subjected to tensile stresses and 

taking precautions against tensile stresses (against cracks that may occur) in these regions. The loads used 

on the three-dimensional model in the analysis of the structure are listed below. 

 Self (Dead) Loads: In the calculations, the self-weights of the building are taken into account and 

these loads are automatically included in the calculation by the program. 

 Live Loads: In TS 498, a value of q = 5 kN/m2 is given as live load in residential buildings. This 

load value is defined as the uniformly distributed load on the floors. 

 Earthquake Loads: Both the equivalent earthquake load method and the earthquake spectrum load 

method were used in the calculation of the earthquake effects of the structure. 

Spectral acceleration analysis is used in earthquake analysis of wooden masonry buildings in the 

Earthquake Code. This was the case when the coefficient R could be taken as 2.5. It has been made using 

the spectral curve according to the soil class and earthquake zone degree used in spectral analysis. 

Earthquake loads for both principal directions (X and Y directions) of the building were included in the 

analyzes separately. The existing load-bearing walls of the building are made of bricks.  

The characteristic values given for the walls are given in the table below. 

Table 1. Characteristic values given for walls 

Physical Size Value 

Specific Weight 18 kN/m3 

Pressure Strength 1.000 kN/m2 

Elasticity Module 2 ile 4.000.000 kN/m2 

Tensile Strength 100 ile 150 kN/m2 

First class pine will be used for the wooden element. The mechanical properties of the material are given 

below. 

Table 2. Mechanical properties of wooden elements 

Physical Size Value 
Specific Weight 8 kN/m3 

Pressure Strength 11.000 kN/m2 

Elasticity Module 10.000.000 kN/m2 

Tensile Strength 10.000 kN/m2 

The proposed equations for carbon fiber reinforcement design showed that the design compressive strength 

fmcd for elements subjected to the lateral confining pressure f1 can be written as follows:  

1mcd mdf f k f                                                                                                                                                         (1) 
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where fmd represents the design compressive strength of unconfined masonry, k’ is a non-dimensional 

coefficient and f1’ is the effective lateral confining pressure [2]. The coefficient k’ can assume different 

values depending on the material and the typology of the applied reinforcement. For carbon fiber 

reinforcement, the value of k’ is indicated as gm/1250 where gm is the specific weight of masonry expressed 

in kg/m3. Where keff is the effectiveness coefficient. This value is the product of two terms: kH and kV related 

to the horizontal and vertical effectiveness [2]. The effective pressure f1’ is expressed in the Standard as: 

1 1 1eff H Vf k f k k f                                                                                                                                                     (2) 

The parameters used are shown below. 

 Ground acceleration A = 0.4 g 

 Earthquake 1st degree and ground 2nd degree 

 Significance factor I = 1.4 

 Reduction coefficient = 1 

The graphics and other parameters found after these values are entered into the program are shown in Figure 

1 and Figure 2. 

In the analysis, the regions where tensile and compressive stresses more than the stone wall can carry were 

determined and spectrum values of the region are given both graphically and numerically. This spectrum 

has been used to examine the most unfavorable situation for the existing historical building. 

 
Figure 1. Evaluation response spectrum 
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In the analysis, the regions where tensile and compressive stresses more than the stone wall can carry were 
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Figure 1. Evaluation response spectrum 

 
Figure 2. Earthquake spectrum 

2.1. Finite Element Model 

After the three-dimensional model prepared by using technical drawings was transferred to the SAP2000 

program, the facade views of the model consisting of 3D shell and bar elements were obtained. Color 

differences on the model represent elements with different characteristics or features. In the past, there were 

4 chimneys in the building and these chimneys were generally destroyed in earthquakes and were built 

again. Since the rigidity of the structure is higher than these chimneys, problems arise in dynamic analysis. 

Therefore, during the solution, either the chimneys are removed and analyzed in a separate model or the 

whole system is analyzed together by giving its mass to zero. Analysis done in this way does not pose a 

problem. 
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Figure 3. 3D representation of the new structure only, without showing the existing structure 

 

Figure 4. 3D display of the existing building and the new building to be added 

In general, the coating and its own weight are given along with the snow load on the roofs. Here the roof 

weight is 100 kg/m². 

2.2. Deformation 

Dead, coating, snow, live loads are very little, so it only affects the roof. The general values of the 

deformations are calculated for the combinations by giving understandable node numbers where desired. 

Here, the deformation at the top of a roof and the horizontal deformations at the top of the walls are 

numerically found. 
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Figure 4. 3D display of the existing building and the new building to be added 

In general, the coating and its own weight are given along with the snow load on the roofs. Here the roof 

weight is 100 kg/m². 

2.2. Deformation 

Dead, coating, snow, live loads are very little, so it only affects the roof. The general values of the 

deformations are calculated for the combinations by giving understandable node numbers where desired. 

Here, the deformation at the top of a roof and the horizontal deformations at the top of the walls are 

numerically found. 

 

Figure 5. An example form of deformation caused by the structure's own weight and earthquake loads 

 
Figure 6: Joint numbers with values shown in the model 

2.3. Modal Analysis 

Deformations arising from modal analysis were examined. Since the structure is very heavy, the first modes 

occur on the light roof. But the next modes are given by the building's own mod shapes. In this case, the 

mass participation factors of the modes do not change, whether in the first or the latter.  
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Figure 7. One of the deformed shapes 

 

Figure 8. Wall 4 Earthquake loading and S 33 Stress (vertical direction) 

In this study, all values of different parameters, which are formed from modal analysis, are calculated. 

Findings are modal participating mass ratios, modal participation factors, modal periods and frequencies 

and response spectrum modal information. The walls are modeled as solid (or infill) elements and internal 

forces are studied in horizontal and vertical directions. In general, vertical stresses are observed in walls 

under dead and live loads, and the stresses are often far below the capacity of the masonry element. In 

earthquake situations, these pressures usually increase between 30% and 50%, but the same amount of 

vertical tension occurs on the other side. If this pull is more than 1-2 kg/cm2, a slight separation or lift 

occurs and comes back to its original position depending on the earthquake back and forth movements. If 

this pull is more than a certain amount in thin and long structures, overturning occurs, which should be 
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Figure 8. Wall 4 Earthquake loading and S 33 Stress (vertical direction) 

In this study, all values of different parameters, which are formed from modal analysis, are calculated. 

Findings are modal participating mass ratios, modal participation factors, modal periods and frequencies 

and response spectrum modal information. The walls are modeled as solid (or infill) elements and internal 

forces are studied in horizontal and vertical directions. In general, vertical stresses are observed in walls 

under dead and live loads, and the stresses are often far below the capacity of the masonry element. In 

earthquake situations, these pressures usually increase between 30% and 50%, but the same amount of 

vertical tension occurs on the other side. If this pull is more than 1-2 kg/cm2, a slight separation or lift 

occurs and comes back to its original position depending on the earthquake back and forth movements. If 

this pull is more than a certain amount in thin and long structures, overturning occurs, which should be 

examined in such structures. It is necessary to look at the largest negative values (ie min. Contour) to see 

the maximum pressure and the largest positive values (max. Contour) to see the maximum pull. As an 

example, one of them is shown in Figure 8. 

3. Conclusion and Suggestions 

Building strong and earthquake-resistant walls is to build a wall layer by layer. It is the rule of earthquake-

resistant wall construction that every 100-150 cm high layers and smooth stone surfaces in the plane of the 

layer are formed, the horizontal plane of the wall interlocking one to the other, and a framework with tensile 

members is formed. In general, horizontal stresses cause cracks in the wall. For this reason, beams in old 

buildings were placed and if there were no beams, openings would occur on the walls. These walls have 

cut stone on the outer wall and rubble stone on the inside. The lifespan of these tensile members is about 

300 years, but in ancient times these walls were rebuilt using the same techniques. In this structure, the 

walls are modeled as solid elements and internal forces are viewed in horizontal and vertical directions.  

 

Figure 9: Placement of carbon fiber mesh [3] 

In this study, a net is recommended to provide a transverse tensile member between the layers, and this is 

a system that acts as a stirrup to prevent the wall from opening laterally. Placed wooden beams generally 

do this task, but opening in case of decay is an inevitable result. Another suggestion is to put a pair of solid 

beams at the lowest level while constructing the walls. These beams evenly distribute the wall load and 

prevent cracks if variable settlements occur. In old buildings, wooden beams were generally used as a 

tensile member. Adhering to the old, these wooden beams were placed in the project. Our recommendation 

is to place these carbon fiber tensile members together with wooden beams and carbon fiber mesh. These 
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beams rotted on the walls of the old buildings that we have examined in large quantities and lost their tensile 

properties. The tapes placed are either a material consisting of carbon fiber or glass fiber [4, 5]. 

The values obtained in the study of the horizontal tensile amounts of masonry walls are used here in the 

strengthening calculations. A tensile member equivalent to these tensile amounts was placed. On average, 

the tensile values on the walls are 1-2 or to 1.5 kg/cm2. Suppose the wall itself carries the 0.5-1.0 kg/cm2. 

For the amount of 1 kg/cm2 remaining here, 2 pieces of 40 cm wall total tensile amount is 5-6 tons. Here, a 

total of 4 tensile strength bands of 1 tonne will be placed on both sides of the walls.  

The structure is located in the first degree earthquake zone, but since the ground type is good, ie it is built 

on II and also the importance coefficient of the building is 1.4, there will be a small amount of stress in 

general. For this, cross cracks are very likely to occur in the walls between windows. On the other hand, 

these strength bands will be placed in the middle of the wall with 50-60 cm intervals, 2 in each. 

Properties of the carbon band; 

 There is no corrosion problem seen in steel material in carbon strength bands, 

 The carbon strength bands used have an average of 7 times more tensile strength than steel, 

 Carbon tapes of 1 to 4 mm thickness and 1 to 4 cm width are easily inserted into the wall joints 

without disturbing the texture of the structure. 

 Strength bands help the wall by carrying not only the tensile stresses, but also the shear stresses 

occurring in that section. 

Carbon tape strengths; 

 Tensile strength: 3430 N/mm2 

 Elasticity module: 230000 N/mm2 

 Tape tensile strength: 7480 N 

Usage of carbon tape; 

 The joints to be opened into the wall are cleaned, 

 Double-component polymer is applied to the carbon band in the joint prepared by being fed as 

much as possible, 

 Carbon tapes are stretched and placed in the joint, 

 The double component polymer is applied again with a brush on the carbon band, which is placed 

in the joint and is in physical contact with the joint depth. 
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beams rotted on the walls of the old buildings that we have examined in large quantities and lost their tensile 

properties. The tapes placed are either a material consisting of carbon fiber or glass fiber [4, 5]. 

The values obtained in the study of the horizontal tensile amounts of masonry walls are used here in the 

strengthening calculations. A tensile member equivalent to these tensile amounts was placed. On average, 

the tensile values on the walls are 1-2 or to 1.5 kg/cm2. Suppose the wall itself carries the 0.5-1.0 kg/cm2. 

For the amount of 1 kg/cm2 remaining here, 2 pieces of 40 cm wall total tensile amount is 5-6 tons. Here, a 

total of 4 tensile strength bands of 1 tonne will be placed on both sides of the walls.  

The structure is located in the first degree earthquake zone, but since the ground type is good, ie it is built 

on II and also the importance coefficient of the building is 1.4, there will be a small amount of stress in 

general. For this, cross cracks are very likely to occur in the walls between windows. On the other hand, 

these strength bands will be placed in the middle of the wall with 50-60 cm intervals, 2 in each. 

Properties of the carbon band; 

 There is no corrosion problem seen in steel material in carbon strength bands, 

 The carbon strength bands used have an average of 7 times more tensile strength than steel, 

 Carbon tapes of 1 to 4 mm thickness and 1 to 4 cm width are easily inserted into the wall joints 

without disturbing the texture of the structure. 

 Strength bands help the wall by carrying not only the tensile stresses, but also the shear stresses 

occurring in that section. 

Carbon tape strengths; 

 Tensile strength: 3430 N/mm2 

 Elasticity module: 230000 N/mm2 

 Tape tensile strength: 7480 N 

Usage of carbon tape; 

 The joints to be opened into the wall are cleaned, 

 Double-component polymer is applied to the carbon band in the joint prepared by being fed as 

much as possible, 

 Carbon tapes are stretched and placed in the joint, 

 The double component polymer is applied again with a brush on the carbon band, which is placed 

in the joint and is in physical contact with the joint depth. 

 In the polymer application process, care should be taken to polymerize the carbon band and the 

contact points with the joint without gaps, 

 The interior of the joints where carbon tape is laid and polymerized, is filled with a special mortar 

until the outside of the wall, 

 The filled mortar is leveled and smoothed on the wall surface. 

The railroad passes next to the building, so the vibrations caused by the rails should be measured with 

precision instruments and its effect should be examined both in a short time and a long time. Our suggestion 

is to equip a certain length of these rails with anti-vibration insulators. 
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Abstract - Due to the increasing migration from rural to urban areas in the world from past to present for various 

reasons, cities need to be renewed and transformed in future times with the irregular construction occurring in the 

cities. In this direction, States develop and implement urban transformation policies with various methods. 

In the study, the logic of urban transformation is discussed with definitions and the progress of urban transformation 

in history is mentioned with which aims and methods are carried out. In addition, the data obtained in the incident that 

occurred with the collapse of a building in Kartal district of Istanbul province in 2019 were mentioned and the 

construction in the area in question was discussed. 

Keywords: Urban Transformation, Risky Area, The Reserve Building Area, Risky Structures 

 

Introduction 

Cities around the world have seen dramatic and important changes since the second half of the 20th century. 

Urban transformation in Europe has been supported by varying levels of central government since the late 

1960s [1].  
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With the industrialization since the 1980s, many countries have faced urban regression and collapse 

problems and have implemented urban regeneration strategies with the mentality of restructuring as a way 

out of this crisis situation [2].  

Turkey's urban renewal policies are currently applied in many cities. However, Istanbul, which has the 

feature of being the city with the largest population, is of great importance. The city, which is located in 

the earthquake zone, has survived many earthquakes in centuries and has great risk in terms of recurrence 

in the coming years. Accordingly, Istanbul, the city with the highest migration from the village to the city, 

is the capital of the country in the unhealthy and illegal construction. One of the most important examples 

is the migration of a house in the Kartal district. For many reasons, this unhealthy building has lost a large 

number of people. 

 

1. CONCEPT OF URBAN TRANSFORMATION 

Urban transformation; considering the urban problems and urban needs, it is the creation of a viable road 

map after examining the spatial, social and economic characteristics of a region. It is defined as the 

reorganization of plans, ownership and functions for the improvement of urban parts that have worn out, 

deteriorated, risk of earthquake or have become an economic, social and structural collapse area such as 

slum areas, illegal construction areas, old industrial sites [3]. 

Risky area in the Law No. 6306 on the Transformation of Areas Under Disaster Risk published in the 

Official Gazette dated 31.05.2012 and numbered 28309; It refers to the area determined by the President 

and at risk of causing loss of life and property due to the ground structure or construction on it. Reserve 

site; It refers to the areas determined by the Ministry or depending on the demand of TOKI or the 

Administration or to be used as a new settlement area in the applications to be carried out in accordance 

with the law numbered 6306. Risky structure; It refers to the structure within or outside the risky area, 

which has completed its economic life, or has been identified on the basis of scientific and technical data 

that it is at risk of collapse or severe damage [4]. 

 

1.1. History Of Urban Transformation 

City-related policies in the 1970s; It focuses on issues such as urban poverty, housing need, increased 

unemployment and long-term unemployment [5]. The adoption of a private sector-weighted urban 

transformation model in America by the governments in Europe in the 1980s started a new process [6]. 

With this process, the way for local governments to start making more partnerships with the private sector 

has been opened. In the 1990s, local people were integrated with the public-private sector, for the first time, 

multi-sector and multi-actor partnerships emerged. However, the emergence of this partnership has created 
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is the migration of a house in the Kartal district. For many reasons, this unhealthy building has lost a large 

number of people. 

 

1. CONCEPT OF URBAN TRANSFORMATION 

Urban transformation; considering the urban problems and urban needs, it is the creation of a viable road 

map after examining the spatial, social and economic characteristics of a region. It is defined as the 

reorganization of plans, ownership and functions for the improvement of urban parts that have worn out, 

deteriorated, risk of earthquake or have become an economic, social and structural collapse area such as 

slum areas, illegal construction areas, old industrial sites [3]. 

Risky area in the Law No. 6306 on the Transformation of Areas Under Disaster Risk published in the 

Official Gazette dated 31.05.2012 and numbered 28309; It refers to the area determined by the President 

and at risk of causing loss of life and property due to the ground structure or construction on it. Reserve 

site; It refers to the areas determined by the Ministry or depending on the demand of TOKI or the 

Administration or to be used as a new settlement area in the applications to be carried out in accordance 

with the law numbered 6306. Risky structure; It refers to the structure within or outside the risky area, 

which has completed its economic life, or has been identified on the basis of scientific and technical data 

that it is at risk of collapse or severe damage [4]. 

 

1.1. History Of Urban Transformation 

City-related policies in the 1970s; It focuses on issues such as urban poverty, housing need, increased 

unemployment and long-term unemployment [5]. The adoption of a private sector-weighted urban 

transformation model in America by the governments in Europe in the 1980s started a new process [6]. 

With this process, the way for local governments to start making more partnerships with the private sector 

has been opened. In the 1990s, local people were integrated with the public-private sector, for the first time, 

multi-sector and multi-actor partnerships emerged. However, the emergence of this partnership has created 

a governance system that few people know at the local level and is becoming more and more complex [7]. 

In the 2000s, while concepts such as Urban Renaissance and Urban Power Association emerged, 

sustainability, diversity and local people parameters were effective in urban transformation [8]. 

A major problem with the proclamation of the Republic of Turkey the city, has been the reconstruction of 

cities ravaged during the war. This situation was also the main subject of the urban transformation actions 

of the period [9]. 

Another legal regulation made within the scope of combating illegal housing zones is the Slum Law No. 

775, which came into force in 1966 and aims to transform slum areas into regular residential areas.[10] 

Within the boundaries of this law, 640 slum prevention areas were determined in 20,000 hectares of land 

and 30,672 houses were built for low-income families. In addition to this, within the scope of the aid to the 

self-builder, 40,000 houses were provided. Besides, 808 reclamation areas were defined in 16,000 hectares 

of land, and infrastructure services were provided for these areas, while 202 purging areas in 1,325 hectares 

of land were cleared of slums [11]. 

The latest legal development related to urban transformation is the Law on Transformation of Areas under 

Disaster Risk numbered 6306, dated 16.05.2012 [9]. The purpose of the law; In areas where there are risky 

structures other than these areas along with disaster risk areas, procedures for improvement, liquidation and 

renewal are defined to constitute their safe living environment. 

 

1.2. Aims Of Urban Transformation 

Urban transformation, by its field of activity and nature, can affect the structure of the existing city and the 

physical, social and economic future of the people living there, and consequently to all the traditions of the 

city [12]. Urban transformation should be designed to serve five main purposes. 

1. Urban transformation projects should investigate the causes of social disruption and make 

recommendations to prevent this deterioration. 

2. Urban transformation projects should enable the city to be redeveloped according to the new 

physical, social, economic, environmental and infrastructure needs emerging in the rapidly 

growing, changing and deteriorating texture of the city. 

3. The economic development model should be designed with the feature of enhancing urban welfare 

and quality of life. 

4. Strategies that will bring economic vitality back into urban parts, which in urban areas that have 

become areas of physical and social collapse, should be developed and thus, it is aimed to increase 

the urban welfare and quality of life. 
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5. Strategies should be put forward for the most effective use of urban areas and to avoid unnecessary 

urban spread. 

In Urban Transformation projects, one or more of these goals may come to the fore, depending on the 

characteristics of the region's problems and potentials [13]. 

 

2. ISTANBUL CITY KARTAL DISTRICT URBAN TRANSFORMATION EXAMPLE 

The history of Istanbul dates back to 8,500 years ago and has been the capital of three universal empires, 

such as the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman Empires. The area of Istanbul, which takes its name from the 

city and is located on the peninsula between Haliç and Marmara, is 5712 km². According to Turkish 

Statistical Institute data, the population of Istanbul is 15 million 519 thousand 267 people in 2020. 

  

In Figure 2, the current general structure of Istanbul is shown, yellow areas show urban settlement areas, 

purple regions show industrial areas and finally, green areas indicate agriculture and green areas. 

Considering the current structure of Istanbul, the excess of green areas stands out, and the residential areas 

are predominantly concentrated in the coastal regions of the Bosporus overlooking the Marmara Sea. 

 

 
Figure 2. Istanbul’s Existing Urban Area 

 

Kartal; it is one of the important districts of Istanbul and approximately 3.12% of the total population of 

Istanbul live here. Its old name is called "Kartalimen" and its history dates back to the 6th century. The total 

number of buildings is 54.368 and the number of buildings declared as risky buildings within the scope of 
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are predominantly concentrated in the coastal regions of the Bosporus overlooking the Marmara Sea. 

 

 
Figure 2. Istanbul’s Existing Urban Area 

 

Kartal; it is one of the important districts of Istanbul and approximately 3.12% of the total population of 

Istanbul live here. Its old name is called "Kartalimen" and its history dates back to the 6th century. The total 

number of buildings is 54.368 and the number of buildings declared as risky buildings within the scope of 

Law No. 6306 is 4.109. The district, which has a surface area of 278 km², consists of 20 neighbourhoods. 

Orhantepe neighbourhood, one of these neighbourhoods, constitutes 6% of the total population of Kartal 

district. 

When Orhantepe District is analysed in general, it is observed that the building is not high-rise and is on 

the average of 5-6 floors. It was determined that the buildings were built between 1982-1994. Accordingly, 

when the floor numbers and construction years of the buildings in the neighbourhood are taken into 

consideration and the ground coefficients are added to the results obtained from the core samples taken 

from risky structures, the map in figure 6 appears. Areas with intensive risk generally show structures built 

before the 2007 earthquake regulation, structures built before 2000, when the ready-mixed concrete was 

widely used, and structures that did not receive engineering services under the building inspection law 

numbered 4708, which came into force in 2001. When these results are combined with the population, 

figure 7 occurs. In this analysis, taking into account the settlement of the population, the condition of the 

distribution of the density by region is examined. When the two results are combined, on average, the data 

reveal that the same regions pose a risk. In any disaster, these regions will be heavily affected. 

 

  
Figure 6. Current Structure Stock Risk Distribution 

 

Figure 7. Distribution of Population at Risk 

 

 
The building on the block number 12580 and 101 parcels located in Orhantepe District collapsed at an 

unexpected date on 06.02.2019 and 21 people died due to dent and 14 people were taken out from the dent. 

The mentioned structure was built in 1992 with a total of 9 floors, including basement + ground + 7 normal 

floors. In the license certificate of the building dated 20.10.1992, there is a 7-storey construction permit, 
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including 1 basement floor + ground floor + 5 normal floors. The building was built as 2 floors more in 

violation of the license given by the relevant administration. Basement and ground floors are used for 

commercial purposes and other normal floors are used for residential purposes. Basement and ground floors 

are used for commercial purposes and other normal floors are used for residential purposes. The mentioned 

structure consists of 14 residences and 3 commercial units. The parcel area is 493 m2 and the construction 

area is 1122 m2 according to the current zoning plan. However, the current construction area of the building 

is 2209 m2 with illegal floors. 

 

    
Figure 8. Yeşilyurt Apartments Before Collapse Figure 9. Yeşilyurt Apartments After Collapse 

 

The building was designed as basement + ground + 5 normal floors in its project in 1992, and the concrete 

class was designed with B160 and single foundation system according to 1985 TS 500. In the investigations 

made on the building wreckage, it was observed that unstructured and unwashed sea sand was used in 

concrete and there was rust in concrete steel. 

 

With the collapse of the mentioned building, firstly observational determinations were made in 10 buildings 

in 12528 block, 97, 98, 175, 176 parcels, 12580 block 100, 102, 103, 118, 120, 121 parcels in order to be 

examined within the scope of Law on Transformation of Areas under Disaster Risk by the Ministry of 

Environment and Urbanization and the implementation regulation. 
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Table 1. Observational Report of The Reserve Building Area 

Apartment 

Name 

Constructional 

Use 

Structural System 

 

Visual Quality 

 

Weak Storey 
Heavy 

Cantilever 

Short 

Column 

Effect 

              

Ünal House 

 
Reinforced Concrete Frame 

 

Medium No Yes No 

İhya House 
Reinforced Concrete Frame and 

Concrete Shear Wall 
Medium No Yes No 

Karalar Mix Reinforced Concrete Frame Medium No Yes No 

Potur House Reinforced Concrete Frame Medium No Yes No 

Uzunlar Mix Reinforced Concrete Frame Medium No Yes No 

Nuri Bey House 
Reinforced Concrete Frame and 

Concrete Shear Wall 
Medium No Yes No 

Bahar Mix Reinforced Concrete Frame Medium No Yes No 

Anadolu Mix Reinforced Concrete Frame Medium No Yes No 

Uğur House Reinforced Concrete Frame Medium No Yes No 

Çam Mix 
Reinforced Concrete Frame and 

Concrete Shear Wall 
Medium No Yes No 

       

 

As a result of observational determinations, it is understood that 5 buildings are residential + commercial 

and 5 buildings are housing. It is seen that the vast majority of buildings are built as reinforced concrete 

frames. Although the visual quality of the buildings is medium, the building order is separate. There is 

heavy cantilever in all buildings. The soft floor and short column effect were not observed. 

 

After observational determinations from the mentioned structures, drilling core samples were taken within 

the scope of Law No. 6306 and necessary reinforcement stripping was done. As a result of the examination 

of the data obtained; It has been determined that the buildings are in a position to endanger the safety of 

life and property, and that there is intense deformation in the buildings, and accordingly, the buildings 

located in the mentioned parcels except İhya and Çam Apartments have been declared as "Risky Buildings" 

within the scope of Law No. 6306. The buildings identified as Risky Buildings were immediately evacuated 

by the authorities to avoid any danger and demolition of the buildings was carried out. 
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Figure 11. The View After Removal of The Wreckage of Yeşilyurt Apartments 

 
The Reserve Building Area was declared on 11.03.2019 within the scope of Law No. 6306, in order to 

prepare Yeşilyurt Apartments and the surrounding buildings for earthquake risk, and to provide a liveable 

area for the protection of life and property security. The 1/1000 scale Implementation Development Plan 

change and plan disclosure report for the mentioned Reserve Structure Area was approved on 14.03.2019. 

 

   
Figure 13. The Reserve Building Area Figure 14. The Reserve Building Area Plan 
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The buildings within the borders of the Reserve Building Area consist of 129 residences and 29 workplaces. 

Following the announcement of the Reserve Building Area and the planning processes, the construction 

process of the construction in the area was started by TOKİ. Along with the mentioned project, 105 houses 

and 25 workplaces are produced. Approximately 11 months after the date of the incident, 06.02.2019, 

residences and workplaces were delivered to the beneficiaries on 23.01.2020. 

 
Figure 15. Orhantepe District Real Estate Index 

 

After the delivery of the houses and workplaces, a significant change was observed when the real estate 

values statement around the area where the crash occurred. After the apartments were handed over to the 

beneficiaries in February, a significant increase was observed in March. 

 

RESULT 

In the 19th century, when the industrial revolution took place in Europe, all policies have changed and 

especially agricultural policy has entered into a great change and industry has been focused, and as a result, 

migration from rural to urban areas has increased. With the increase in immigration to the cities, unplanned 

urbanization started to occur. As a result, an unhealthy city has emerged for people, in this direction, the 

need for urban transformation in Europe has emerged and urban transformation practices have gained 

importance. 
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In our country, the first steps of urban transformation were taken in the 19th century, the last century of the 

Ottoman State. The first steps were started to be taken in Aksaray in 1854 and it was tried to be extended 

by various laws with the 1960s. The first legal regulation issued with the expression of Urban 

Transformation is the Law on Transformation of Areas under Disaster Risk dated 16.05.2012 and numbered 

6306. With this law, concepts such as Risk Area, Reserve Structure Area and Risky Structure have directed 

the transformation. 

As a result of the collapse of a building in Kartal district of Istanbul province, 21 people died under the 

rubble. In this incident, two times more floors have been raised in violation of the license and its annexes 

given by the relevant administration, and the use of building materials that do not comply with the standards 

has created an environment for the dentist. Then, with the drilling core samples taken from the surrounding 

buildings, the buildings were declared as Reserve Building Area and the transformation was started, and 

new buildings were built within 11 months from the date of demolition and delivered to the beneficiaries 

In the studies carried out in the buildings where the collapse occurred and the 10 buildings around it, it was 

observed that almost all of the structures were used in unstructured and unwashed sea sand. In addition, 

considering the construction date of the buildings, it was observed that no ready-mixed concrete was used, 

no engineering services and no S420 ribbed iron was used, and these irons were exposed to great corrosion. 

It has been observed that similar techniques and materials were used in the buildings since it was built on 

similar dates in the mentioned settlement unit, and it is obvious that this will bring great destructions during 

a disaster. Accordingly, this situation has revealed that urban transformation is too important to be ignored.  

 

Conclusion 

There are many buildings like this and so on, and urban transformation needs to be accelerated before 

similar events occur. Otherwise, it is obvious that it will bring unavoidable material and moral results and 

it is of great importance that states change their main policies within this scope.  
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